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Abstract - We consider the problem of comparing snurcdsignal sep- 
aration algorithms for MIMO wireless channels The channel state 
is not known to the transmitter and the receiver. The receiver esli- 
mates the channel via a training sequence or uses blind methods to sep- 
arate the signals. By comparing the 'capacity' of a composite channel, 
we find the optimal training size in training and semiblind methods. 
We also conclude that for Rician channels (with strong line of sight, 
LOS) (semi)blind algorithms outperform training based methods hut 
for Rayleigh fading one should used training based methods only. 

Keywads : Channel estimation, MIMO channels, Signal separation 
algorithms, Training sequence, Blind algorithms, CMA. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
An important component in any communication system is ef- 
ficient, accurate chonneI estimation and equalization. Due to 
time varying nature of the channel, for a good channel es- 
timate, one needs to send the training sequence frequently. 
Therefore, a significant (- 18% in GSM ) fraction of the 
channel capacity is consumed by the training sequence. The 
usual blind equalization techniques have also been found to 
be inadequate (171) due to their slow convergence andor  high 
computational complexity. Therefore, semi-blind algorithms, 
which use some training sequence along with blind tech- 
niques have been proposed (Chapter 7 of [7] and references 
therein). In this paper, we provide a systematic comparison 
of the trnining based, blind and semi-btind algorithms. 

In comparing training based methods with blind algo- 
rithms one encounters the problem of comparing the loss in 
BW in training based methods (due to training symbols) with 
the gain in BER (due to better channel estimatiodequalization 
accuracies) as compared to the blind algorithms. We over- 
come this problem by comparing these methods via the chan- 
nel capacity they provide. To-wards this goal, we combine 
the channel, equalizer and the decoder to form a compos- 
ite channel. (We use the misnomer equalizer for the source 
separation algorithm throughout the paper for convenience 
of presentation). The input to this channel wilt be symbols 
from a finite alphabet and the output of this channel will be 
the decoded symbols (either hard or soft decision decoding). 
Hence this is a discrete channel. The capacity of this com- 
posite channel will be a good measure for comparison of the 
various signal separating algorithms. 

This problem for the training based methods has also 
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been studied in [I] and [SI. They obtain a lower bound on 
the channel capacity and find the optimal training sequence 
length (and also placement in  case of 111). We not only 
study the problem of optimal training sequence length, but 
also compare i t  to blind and semi blind methods. Obtaining 
channel capacity of the composite channel for training based 
methods, in our model is not difficult. But for the blind and 
semiblind methods, one needs to know the equalizer value at 
the end of the frame. At that point the equalizer will often 
be away from the equilibrium point. Thus, we.need the value 
of the equalizer at a specific time under transience and it de- 
pends upon the initial conditions, the value of fading channel 
and the receiver noise realizations. This is not practically fea- 
sible to obtain the capacity of such a composite channel. We 
circumvent this problem by using the result in  [ l l ] ,  where 
given the initial conditions, the equalizer value at any time 
(even under transience) can be obtained from the value of 
the solution of an ODE. Also, this value is independent of 
the receiver noise realizations. Based on this analysis we 
find that in LOS conditions even though the (semi)blind al- 
gorithm might not have converged, it can perform better than 
training based methods. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 
our model and the approach. Section 3, 4 and 5 consider 
training, blind and semiblind algorithms respectively. Sec- 
tion 6 compares the capacity of the three algorithms using 
few examples and Section 7 concludes the paper. Proofs are 
given in the Appendix. 
Notations 
The following notations are used throughout the paper. All 
bold capital letters represent complex matrices, capital letters 
represent real matrices and small letters represent the com- 
plex scalars. Bold small letters with bar on the top represent 
complex column vectors, while the same bold small letters 
without bar represent their real counter parts given by, 
yeReal(y) =[ yi,, Yz,r  .. . Yn,r Y i , t  ' '  ' Yn,% I' 
(for an n dimensional complex vector y) .  Here Y k , r + i y k , r  
represents kth element of vector y. H , T , ~ ' T  represent Henni- 
tian, transpose and conjugate respectively. Two more real 
vectors corresponding to a complex vector are defined as, 
y=Real(yHT) and y=Real(zp"T). Note that eTy.  e'y equal 
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the real and imaginary parts of the complex inner product 
eHY respectively. For any complex matrix H, the corre- 
sponding h is given by ued(H),  where vec t (H)  represents 
the complex matrix H in vector form by concatenating el- 
ements of all vectors one after the other. For any vector( 
matrix) 7 ( H), $( 8) represents its estimate, obtained either 
by MMSE criterion or minimum distance criterion. 

2, THE MODEL AND OUR APPROACH 

;.........~.~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C o m p o * i l z ~ C h a n n e l  ~....~ 
Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the System 

Consider a wireless channel with m transmit antennas 
and n receive antennas with msn. The time axis is divided 
into frames; each frame consisting of N channel uses. The 
transmitted and decoded symbols are from finite alphabets, 
S = { S ~ , S ~ , . - .  , ~ ~ } a n d S d = I ~ d ~ , ~ d ~ , . . .  ,sdLd)respectively 
(This includes hardsoft decision decoding). At time k ,  vec- 
tor S(k)&S" is transmitted from the m-transmit antennas and 
the decoded symbol &(k)eST . We represent the elements of 

, Pn, ST by Sm,{S,; l<i5Lrn} and Sr={Sd,; I s i sLr}  re- 
spectively. The channel gain matrix €3 is assumed constant 
during a frame (quasi static channel). We assume it to vary 
independently from frame to frame. These are commonly 
made assumptions. Thus, if we use training based methods, 
the channel estimate for a frame depends upon the received 
training sequence during that frame only. Therefore, we will 
need to consider a single frame in this paper. 

The vectors received at the R receive antennas in any 

where ii(k) is an iid sequence of complex Gaussian vectors 
with mean 0 and co-variance og1 (denoted by CJf(0,  cr:I)) 
and h - Cld(p, ,  C T ~ I ) ,  This is a RayleighRician channel 
with independent components. Our approach can be easily 
extended io complei Gaussian channels with any arbitrary 
covariance matrix as well. This is a flat fading channel. At 
the receiver one wants to estimate B(k). One common way 
is to use an equalizer at the receiver to nulIify the effect of H 
and then detect the transmitted symbol. 

We assume that the channel statistics is available at the 
transmitter and the receiver but the actual channel gain ma- 
trix H is not known to the receiver and the transmitter. The 
receiver tries to estimate H, or directly obtain an equalizer 
to estimateldetect the information symbols transmitted. For 
this the most common method used in wireless channels is to 
send a known training sequence in the frame. This is used by 
the receiver to estimate H (say via the maximum likelihood 
estimation (MLE)) and then obtain an equalizer. In the rest 
of the frame, information symbols are transmitted and are de- 
coded at the receiver using the channel estimate. If a longer 
training sequence is used, we obtain a better channel estimate 

frame are y(k)=Ha(k)+n(k) b ' l ~ k ~ I v  (1) 

- 

resulting in lower BER. However, we loss channel BW (ca- 
pacity) because information symbols are sent for a shorter 
duration. Thus one needs to find the 'optimal' training se- 
quence length for a given channel. Alternatively, one can 
estimate an equalizer using only the statistics of the received 
and transmitted signal. These are blind methods and do  not 
require training sequences, but may not be accurate. One can 
expect that by combining some of the blind methods with the 
training methods we can obtain the same performance with a 
shorter training sequence and hence better capacity. 

To address the issue of fair comparison of various equal- 
izers (training, blind and semiblind), we form a 'composite' 
channel, made of the channel, the channel estimator/equalizer 
and the decoder. It forms a finite input - output alphabet 
time invariant channel. It would be a time invariant chan- 
nel as the channel state is not known to the transmitter, and 
hence the transmitter would experience average behavior in 
every frame. We will show that one can compute the com- 
posite channel's transition matrix and hence it's capacity C 
using the statistics of the original.channe1 at transmitter and 
receiver. Since all the symbols in the frame undergo same 
fading and also since the equalizer used by them is same, the 
capacity of the channel per channel use is ( N  - N,)C/N.  
We need to find Nt which maximizes ( N  - N,)C. 

We wil l  carry out the above program in section 3 for 
training based methods. Next we will consider the blind 
channel estimationlequalization algorithms. Since Constant 
Modulus Algorithm (CMA) ([7]> has been one of the most 
used and successful algorithms, we will consider CMA. We 
will obtain the channel capacity of the composite channel 
corresponding to this system using the resuits in [ 1 I]. This 
will provide a more systematic comparison of the training 
based and blind algorithms. Finally we will combine the two 
methods and obtain a semi-blind algorithm. 

3. TRAINING BASED CHANNEL ESTIMATION 
We first estimate the channef via the Minimum Mean Square 
Estimator (MMSE) [lo] (which is also MLE in this situa- 
tion) using niNt training symbols. A MMSE equalizer is de- 
signed using the channel estimate and then used i n  Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) decoding (equivalent to minimum distance 
decoding in Gaussian channels) of the entire frame. 

Let y ~ @ A ~ s h + i i ~ ~  (note h=vect(H))represent the nNt 
length received data corresponding to all mNt training sym- 
bols. Here ATS is an nNtxn7n complex matrix suitably 
formed from the known training symbols and the noise in 
the observations at the receiver is fi~s. 

The MMSE(MLE) channef estimator ([IO]) is given by 

~ = ~ , , + ~ ~ A T H ~ ( ~ ~ A ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) - ~ ( Y ~ ~ - A ~ ~ ~ ~ ) .  (h, i) 
are jointly Gaussian with mean (ph, ph). The corresponding 

MMSE equalizer is, ~(hj=  ( f i H H , r : r ) '  i r ~ .  
We first compute the transition probabilities (with 5 rep- 

resenting output of the decoder corresponding to the input 
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vector SI, { P ( ~ = S ~ , / S = B ~ ,  H, H); B~ES~,S~,EST} of the 
composite channel given H, H and then average over all val- 
ues of h, h to obtain the oven11 transition probabilities of 
the composite channel, {P(g/a)]. It is easy to see that the 
transition probabilities given H, H are same for all the sym- 
bols in the frame as the channel is quasi stationary and the 
same equalizer is being used for the entire frame. The over- 
all transition probabilities can be estimated at the transmitter 
and receiver once they have channel statistics as explained 
below. 

Let BiP(xeR2" : V l ~ i ~ ~ S ~ ~ - % ~ ~ z ~ ~ ~ s ~ ,  Sill2}. With E 
representing expectation, X=E(H) (Ha+ii) and 
fi-C~V(0, u:I), the transition probabilities are given by, 
P(a=S,;/a+; H, H) =Prob(x&/ii=sjj; H, H), and 
E'(&, /SSg),€- L P(a=Sdi  / S S j ;  H, H). 

h , h  
The composite channel now becomes a time invariant 

channel with capacity C= sup,(,) I ( $ ,  S/P(Si)) where, 
I(a, S / P ( S ) )  represents the mutual information with input 
pmf (probability mass function) Pia) and transition proba- 
bilities { P ( i / 5 ) ] .  The overall capacity per channel use is 

Since P($/ii) is independent of the input pmf P ( S ) ,  the 
mutual information I ($ ,  5)  is a concave function of P(a)  
(1.51, p. 31) and hence optimization over the convex and 
compact set of probability mass functions P(Sm)  (Note that 
aeS"), results in a global maximum. 

( N  - Nt)C/N.  

4. BLiND CMA EQUALIZER 
The CMA cost function for single user MIMO flat fading 
channel with same source alphabet for all transmit antennae 
can be written as ([6]), 

or equivalently (terms i n  the summation are positive ) 

(2) 
where represents the l t h  row and R~=&~5~4/f~%/z. 

To obtain the above optimum, the corresponding m up- 
date equations are ( l<lsnt) , (note e;=Real@l).) 

el (k+l )=el ( k ) + p H c ~ ~  (el (k), Real(Ha(k)j, n(k) )  (3) 
where with y=z+ii ( 
H,,,,~ (e ,  z, n)a ( ( e"y )2+(e ' '~ ) z -Rg)  ( (e'ry)y+( e"'y)y) .  
We observe that H C b ~ ~ ( O ,  z, n)=OVz, n, but 0 is not a min- 
imizer of the cost function in (2). Thus, el(0) should not be 
initialized with 0 in  (3). 

A close look at (3) shows that all m sub cost functions 
are same and the different equalizers shouId be initialized 
appropriately to extract the desired source symbols. In [6] a 
new joint CMA algorithm is proposed that ensures that the 
MIMO CMA separates all the sources successfully irrespec- 
tive of the initial conditions. In this work, we choose the 
initial condition E; (which will be used in all frames) such 
that the channel capacity is optimized. This soIves initializa- 
tion problem to a great extent i n  blind case with the original 

2 
Ecnrn= arg min,_[el,.-.,&"J"' Cln_,E ( I.:'Y(k.)I2 - G )  

2 ecmal- srg niin E ( ief' j;(k)i2 - R;) , 1 = 1 , 2 , .  . . m 
er 

and y are defined in notations) 

CMA itseIf. The problem is sofved to a greater extent in the 
semiblind algorithm, os here a rough estimate of the training 
based equalizer forms the initializer. 

For real constellations like BPSK, a more suitable CMA 
cost function would be ((e'ry)2-Rz)2+(e"y)4 (in compar- 
ison to the original cost function (2)). We used this cost 
function for BPSK over complex channels in computing and 
comparing the capacity of the three equalizers. 

In the next subsection, we show how analytically we can 
obtain the value of CMA equalizer approximately at any time 
t and then proceed with obtaining the channel capacity with 
that equalizer. 
4.1. CMA Equalizer approximated by ODE 
When there is no ISI, the capacity achieving input distribu- 
tion P(a) ,  must be independent from symbol to symbol. Fur- 
ther, as the transmitter is completely unaware of the channel 
state, the capacity achieving input distribution will be iid [in- 
dependent and identically distributed). 

Each one of the m update equations in (3) is similar to 
the CMA update equation for SISO with ISI. Therefore it is 
easy to see that all the proofs in [11]  for convergence of the 
CMA trajectory to the solution of an ODE hold (note that the 
input distribution would be iid). Thus the update equation(3) 
for any given H, can be approximated by the trajectory of the 

OD% ( t )=hchlA (el ( t )  jeEn ( ~ c n r A  (el ( t ) ,  z ,  (4) 
where rZhH5. The approximation can be made accurate with 
high probability by taking p small enough. 

We obtain the capacity of the composite channel approx- 
imately by obtaining the capacity of the channel using the so- 
lution of the ODE as equalizer. We can solve (4) numerically 
and obtain the equalizer co-efficients E(T) at time T = p N  
which approximates the CMA equalizer after N channel uses. 
These co-efficients are used for decoding of the entire block. 

. 

Given a value of H equation (4) becomes [ 1 11, 

where, f{z.e)=R:e'"xz- (eTz)3z-40: ( (eTz)'e+ ljell 'eTzz). 
Here RE is the source covariance matrix, el(tjC3' is the vec- 
tor formed by taking cube of the individual terms and II.II 
represents the norm of the vector. Also el (t)izrl) is the vector 
formed by taking square of the individual terms in el (t) and 
then multiplying term by term with vector el(t). 

Re(E(Tj)  and Im(E(T)).represent matrices formid by keep- 
ing only the reallimaginary part, respectively of, each com- 
ponent of the matrix E ( T )  . Given H,P(S) and Eo, the 
transitional probabilities of the approximate composite chan- 
nel obtained by solving the ODE are, ( with-yaHSj+n and 
Bd same in previous section) 
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P(Le,L / L S j ; E o ,  P(S) ,  H)= 
Prob(E(E0, H, P(a))yd?, /B=l , ;E, ,  P(a) ,  H) (6)  

Given ( P ( S ) ,  Eo), the overall transition probabilities are, 

The proofs of the following lemmas are in the Appendix. 
P( i = S d i  / L S 3  ;E,, P( a)) =Eh P( L S d i  / L S j  ; E o  ,P(Z) ,H). 

Lemma 1 P(&S.d, /S=Sj;  Eo, P ( B ) )  and hence, 
I (& %/Eo, P(5)). is a continuousfunction ofEo and P(a). 

By Lemma1 and by compactness of P ( S m ) ,  capacity 
C(Eo)P supp(H)E,,(sm) I(a; a/Eo, P(S))  of the approximate 
channel for a given Eo, can be achieved. 

Lemma 2 C(E0) is a continuous function ufEo. 

By Lemma2, once the receiver and the transmitter have 
knowledge of the channel statistics, one can compute E;, 
where E&argmax~,) C(Eo), if it exists. Even if it does 
not, one can choose E: such that C(EG) is as close to 
supEo C(E0) as required. Therefore, approximate Capacity 
of the channel with the CMA equalizer per channel use is  
equal to Ccf i f~ = C(E;)=sup,(,) I (5 ;  %/E;). 

' 5. SEMI-BLIND CMA ALGORITHM 
In this variant of the semiblind algorithm, we use MMSE 
equalizer of the training based channel estimator H obtained 
i n  section 3 as the initializer for the CMA algorithm. The 
equalizer co-efficients obtained from the CMA at the end of 
the frame are used for decoding of data for the whole frame. 

Once again we use the ODE approximation of the CMA 
trajectory in the capacity analysis. The difference from the 
blind case, being that the initializer Eo is given by the train- 
ing based channel estimator. Now T = p (  N-N,). Defining 
the conditional probabilities as in the blind case, and follow- 
ing the same steps as in Lemma 1 one can show that, 
P(%=S,jj /a&; P(a))hE- 2 [P(&Bdj /a=&; P(5) ,  H, €31 

h,h 
and mutual information, I($; B / P ( S ) ) ,  are continuous in P(a) 
(We also use the facts that E(H)#O with probability one and 
E(H) is continuous in H). Therefore, the approximate ca- 
pacity of the channel with the semi-blind equalizer 
C s s = v  S U ~ ~ ( ~ ~ )  I ( 5 ;  ii/P(Ft)) is achievedat some P(a): 

Global maximum is guaranteed only for training algo- 
rithms. Comparing this global maximum with that of a local 
maximum of the blindsemiblind algorithms (as in next sec- 
tion) indicates that the later methods are better by at least the 
amount obtained. 

6. EXAMPLES 
We illustrate the theory developed with a few examples of 
practical interest. As a result we also draw some interesting 
conclusions. We compared the three equalizers over complex 
Gaussian channels with BPSK modulations. We set m-n-2, 
N=64 and ST=Sm (i.e. hard decision decoding). We ob- 
served, during the experiments, that the equalizer value at 
the end of the frame was away from the equilibrium point in 
both blindsemiblind algorithms. We normalized the channel 

gain to one for both the receive antennas. Tn Figure 2 we set 
ua=l and plotted the capacity of the three equalizers versus 
the transmitted power for varying K-factors (ratio of power 
in the mean component of the channel to that in the vary- 
ing component). When K-factor is large, it is seen that there 
is an improvement of up to 0.88 dB (approx 20% improve- 
ment in Tqower) in semiblind algorithms at around 12dB 
compared to the other two algorithms. But blind and semib- 
lind algorithms stay very close. As the K-factor approaches 0 
(Rayleigh channel), it is seen that the improvement in semib- 
lind compared to the training based diminishes but the blind 
becomes much worse. (Infact, in Rayleigh channel, the ca- 
pacity of the blind algorithm is almost zero). 

We have observed that for training and semiblind equal- 
izers, the capacity increases with the number of training sym- 
bols, reaches a maximum and starts decreasing. From this, 
one can estimate the 'optimal' number of training symbols, 
N; (see Table 1 for some examples). 

..- .. 

I . .._ 
I Training I Semi I Blind I Tmning I Semi 1 Blind 

Table 1 also shows comparison of various equalizers with 
respect to noise variance for two different K factors, for a 
fixed transmit power Ea=16. These channels also have non 
zero mean for ICI. For high K systems as noise variance de- 
creases, the difference between the performance of training 
and blind algorithms decreases, At high noise variances the 
blind algorithm becomes infact the best. This is because the 
other algorithms are loosing in capacity because of training 
symbols. But we have seen that at very low SNR's (below 
OdB, not shown in the table) eventually the blind algorithm 
becomes worse. As commented in section 4, we observed in 
case of high K, the blind algorithm was successfully separat- 
ing all the sources (which also explains comparatively good 
perfomance of blind algorithms at high K). But for low K 
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values, we noticed that for some cases, the blind algorithm 
was not separating the sources resulting in bad performance 
(K = 1.5 case in Table 1). Also from Table 1, we can see an 
S N R  improvement of 20% (4%) at noise variance 1 for K=5 
(K=1.5) in semiblind over the training based method. 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We compared blindsemiblind source separation algorithms 
with training based schemes. The difficulty is in comparing 
the loss in accuracy of the blind algorithms with that of loss 
in data rate in  training based methods. Information capacity 
is the most appropriate measure for doing this performance 
evaluation. Using this capacity analysis, we could see that 
the semiblind methods perform superior to training as well 
as blind methods in LOS conditions ( ~ 2 0 %  improvement in 
transmit power) even when they have not converged to the 
equilibrium point. But under mean 0 conditions the improve- 
ment in semiblind'over training based is negligible and the 
blind methods become completely useless. Thus considering 
the extra complexity and delays involved one may simply use 
the training based methods. This method could also be used 
to obtain the optimum number of training symbols. 

We have extended this work to frequency selective chan- 
nels (IS1 channels). Our preliminary results show much more 
improvement in LOS conditions. One can also try extending 
this work to continuously varying channels. 
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APPENDIX 
Lemma 3 E(T) andhence E(E0, H, P(S))  is U cunlinuously dif- 
jeerenriablefuncriun oJEo, H and P(5). 
Proof of Lemma3 : It suffices to show the result for every indi- 
vidual row of E(T), which are obtained from ODE(5). Since the 
result is independent of the number of row, 1,  we omit I for ease of 
notation. 

49,95!-963,2003. 

From ODE (5), we observe that fichIa(e; P(a), H) is a con- 
tinuously differentiable function of e, P(a), H. It then satisfies 
unifonn Lipschitz condition with respect to e, Pis), H in any 
compact domain. The required C' property, now follows for local 
solution from theorem 7.5 of ([4], p. 30) and hence for the global 
solution. 
Proof of Lemmal: Let (EO,, P(a),,) 4 (EO, P(Z)) .  Denote 
E(Eon, H, P(a),) and E(Eo, H, P(a)) (defined in section4) by 
E,(H), E(H) respectively. From Lemma3 E,(H) -t E(H) VH. 

Let X,,j(H) denote a random variable with the distribution 
equal to the conditional distribution of En(H)y, given that ii+ 
was the transmitted vector. Here y=(HS+ii), corresponds to the 
channel output with input a+. With y,,PReal (&[Hsj]). 
X,.j(H) - N ( E n ( H ) y S j ,  O;&(H)E,(H)~). LetXj(H) be 
defined in a similar way for E ( H ) y .  Then from (6), 
P(&=Sd; /a+ ; Eon, P ( S ) ,  , H ) 2 ~ o b ( X , , ~  (W)ED~).  

Characteristic function of Xn, ,  (H) converges pointwise to that 
of Xj(J3). Thus, Xn,j(H) 4 Xj(H). We will show below that 
Prob(Xj(H) E aEi)=O V h  (aBi dcnotes the boundary of Bi). 
Then by Portmanteau Theorem (Theorem 2.1 in p.16 [31j V h ,  

Now the lemma follows by bounded convergence theorem i.e. 
P( t=sd , /a=Sj ;  Eon,P[ii)%, H) 4 P($=sdi/ii=lj; Eo,I'(Z),H). 

P(a+ /a+; Eo,, P(a),) + P($=Sd,/a=s,; Eo, P ( 3 ) )  

Next weproveProb(Xj(h) E aBi)=OVh. ForVsdjtSd, with 
2-z1 +- ix2Vx-(zl,x2)ER2, define the two dimensional set Carl. 
by Cadj a {xER' : llsdj -Sll<ilsdl - E / / v ! # j } .  Let %ji,* be the it'' 
element of Bd;. Clearly llln_(lPI-N1)C~ C B,. It  is proved below 
using contradiction that, B + I ' I ~ ( ~ N - N " C ~ , ~ , L  . 

Say XER,. Then IIX-S.di ilsllX-Sdi IIVlpi. Let Zk represent the 
kth element of vector x. Say for any k, 2 k ~ C ~ , ~  where sd1 #sd,. ,  . 
Let l d j  represcnt the vector formed from g d ,  by only replacing it's 
kth  element with Sd i .  Then x ~ B j ,  which will be a contradiction. 

Let aCs,lj represcnt the boundary of set C,, . . Let D,,r,keR* 

Vk+l and D ~ , J J ~ ~ C B ~ , , ~ .  Then. ~ I B ~ c U ~ " _ ~ N - ~ ' ) I I ~ ( ~ - ~ ~ )  k=l  Di.L,t. 

Suffices to show that Prob( Xj ( H ) ~ n ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ' D , , , , k ) = o  
V z , l ,  j , H .  WithXj,(H) representingtheL? coordinateofXj(H), 
define x,,(H)eReal (XJk(H) + i X f : k i m ( N - N , ) ) ( H ) ) .  The 
above condition is now equivalent to Prob(xJ, (H)&CsdL )=O 
b'l,j, k ,  H. Thus, it suffices to prove Prob(xj, ( H ) E ~ C , , ~ ,  )=0 
V+I, j ,  k ,  H, where (5 is defined for every x as in the above para) 

* ' < , I  

2(sd , - - s . l l  I*  I ' c dCSz,,,a (XER* : ( ISd, - ICI I=I IS l -ZI I }  - x : 3% I ISd i  11*-I18di 1 1 2  

The above probability equaIs 0 when x j k ( H ) ,  the 2 dimensional 
Gaussian random vector, has nonzero variance i.e. when none of 
the rows of E(H) equal 0. For every value of h, VHcnr~(0) is 
a positive definite matrix as seen from equation (5 ) .  Hence 0 is a 
repeller of the ODE(5j. As mentioned earlier, 0 is not taken as an 
initial condition, and therefore. none of the rows of E ( H )  equal 0.. 
Proof of Lemma2: I(a; a/Eo,  P (a)) is continuous function of EO 
and P(a). For every EO, the constraint set D(Eo)=P(S") is com- 
pact. Thus the correspondence EO w D(E0) i s  compact and con- 
stant and hence continuous. Therefore, the required continuity fol- 
lows from Maximum Theorem (1121 p. 235) 
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